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ME, MYSELF, AND I



Who am I ?

French
biomedical engineer

passionate
developer

co-founder and CTO
of an healthtech startup

Thomas WALTER
twalter@lumiomedical.com



What do I do ?

We develop AI solutions
for a safer medicine

We build clinical decision support 
systems based on machine learning 
to help health professionals target 
high-risk inpatients 



What are we going to do together ?

hospital A hospital B

hospital C

→ help 3 separate hospitals that want to use 
their data to predict patients’ length of stay (LoS)



Can we build machine learning algorithms on a
big volume of real medical data 

while guaranteeing privacy ? 

We are going to answer the question ...
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What is AI ?

“ Any technique which enables computer 
to mimic human behavior ”
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artificial intelligence
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random forest,

gradient boosting ...
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neural networks,

CNN, RNN, LSTM ...



What is AI ?

artificial intelligence
expert systems, rules

machine learning
random forest,

gradient boosting ...

knowledge-driven
you write the 
rules/fonction

data-driven
you give the data 
(inputs and outputs) 
an it “gets” the 
rule/fonction

deep learning
neural networks,

CNN, RNN, LSTM ...
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DATA LABELS

FONCTION



What is AI ?
Supervised learning

dog    cat

cat    dog

learn to predict if a new 
image is a dog or a cat

DATA LABELS

FONCTION



Typical use case of AI (machine learning)

lmage
classification

Object Detection, 
autonomous vehicles ...

Voice-to-text,
language understanding



AI IN HEALTHCARE



What is at stake in healthcare ?

treatments are getting more and more 
complexe, more specific

diminution of financial resources,
health professionals are fed up ...

patients health system IT barriers

lack of interoperability
data is hard to access



AI IN HEALTHCARE
in theory



It works like magic !



AI IN HEALTHCARE
in practice

let’s dig in on the field



It’s a bit different



Use case - length of stay prediction

stakes

reduce
organizational costs

 target high-risk
patients

identify care
improvements

predict (in real time)
the length of stay
for each patient



Use case - What is new ?

Transfer what we learn 
on one site to another

?
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Let’s do it

H3

H1

H2

step 0 → gather the data
step 1 → clean & understand the data
step 2 → execute a state of the art model
step 3 → sell it for millions and retire 

 … and it’s done!



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION



Oh wait … 

step -3 → convince everyone to extract data
step -2 → setup a secured storage infra
step -1 → help IT guys extract the data
step 0 → gather the data
step 1 → map the data to a common standard
step 2 → clean the data
step 3 → get more data to do real deep learning
step 4 → execute a state of the art model
step 5 → sell it for millions and retire 
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What happened ?!

H3

H1

H2

We cannot do that ...

+ different standards (DB, interop)
+ unwillingness to centralize in cloud
+ need for privacy



Problems to solve

STANDARD CENTRALIZA° PRIVACY TRUST



Problems to solve

STANDARD CENTRALIZA° PRIVACY TRUST

How to make
them speak the

same language ?

How to transfer what
we learn from one

site to another ?

How we can
guarantee that

privacy is not violated ?

How do we build
a long-term

partnership ?



How to make them speak the same language ?

Mapping anything to FHIR
Thursday 21 10:15 - 10:45

FHIR Persistence Layer
Friday 22 14:50 - 15:30



Problems to solve

STANDARD CENTRALIZA° PRIVACY TRUST



How can we do that ?

federated
learning

differential
privacy



TOOL 1 - FEDERATED LEARNING



Federated Learning idea is simple

Moving the model
instead of moving the data
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Federated Learning idea is simple

H3

H1

H2



Usage of Federated Learning

Use application →  text typing suggestion
 

Apple QuickType

Google GBoard

First proposed by Google in 2016



How to do it in practice: examples

TF FederatedOpenMined



In deep learning it’s all about tensors ...



Let’s code !

A

B

PySyft Worker

Model owner



Check the other examples

https://github.com/OpenMined/PySyft

https://github.com/OpenMined/PySyft


Problems to solve

STANDARD CENTRALIZA° PRIVACY TRUST



Limitations - Model memorization

0.13 0.12 .. .. .. 0.28

.. 0.45 ..

.. 0.18 ..

0.45 .. .. .. 0.89

0.13 0.12 .. .. .. 0.77

.. 0.38 ..

.. 0.24 ..

0.45 .. .. .. 0.89

“I”

“love”

“FHIR”
Alice typed : “I love FHIR”



Limitations - Model memorization

Models are over parametrized and can overfit
some items in the dataset

Retro-engineering (Fredrikson, 2015)

Reconstructed Original



TOOL 2 - DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY



It’s about something little ...

𝜺 



How to counter model memorization

0.24 0.19 .. .. .. 0.28

.. 0.35 ..

.. 0.18 ..

0.65 .. .. .. 0.49

0.13 0.12 .. .. .. 0.77

.. 0.38 ..

.. 0.24 ..

0.45 .. .. .. 0.89

“I”

“love”

“FHIR”
From Alice to Bob :

“I Love FHIR”

+𝜺



Collectively, patterns emerge

0.13 0.12 .. .. .. 0.28

.. 0.45 ..

.. 0.18 ..

0.45 .. .. .. 0.89

“I”

“love”

“FHIR”



How to control it ?

𝜺 =
“how much accuracy are you willing to lose for privacy ?”

(usually 𝜺 = 1)



What the code looks like ?

(WORK IN PROGRESS)



Differential Privacy on SQL

https://github.com/google/differential-privacy
(Sept. 2019)

SELECT WITH ANONYMIZATION COUNT(*) FROM patients 
WHERE patients.diabetes = 1

Differentially Private SQL with Bounded User Contribution, Royce J Wilson (2019)

https://github.com/google/differential-privacy


Problems to solve

STANDARD CENTRALIZA° PRIVACY TRUST



TOOL BONUS - MULTI PARTY 
COMPUTATION



How much does Alice, Bob and Charlie earn on average ?

Alice Bob

Charlie

1000€

3000€

2000€



How much does Alice, Bob and Charlie earn on average ?

Alice Bob

Charlie

1000€ = 300€ + 100€ + 600€

3000€ = 500€ + 500€ + 2000€

2000€ = 800€ + 200€ + 1000€



How much does Alice, Bob and Charlie earn on average ?

Alice Bob

Charlie

500€ + 100€ + 800€

300€ + 500€ + 1000€

600€  + 200€ + 2000€



How much does Alice, Bob and Charlie earn on average ?

Alice Bob

Charlie

1400€

1800€

2800€



How much does Alice, Bob and Charlie earn on average ?

Alice Bob

Charlie

1400€

1800€

2800€

(1400€ + 2800€ + 1800€) / 3 =

 2000€



Problems solved !

FEDERATED LEARNING + DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY + MULTI-PARTY COMPUTATION

STANDARD CENTRALIZA° PRIVACY TRUST

How to make
them speak the

same language ?

How to transfer what
we learn from one

site to another ?

How we can
guarantee that

privacy is not violated ?

How do we build
a long-term

partnership ?



BACK TO OUR USE CASE



Our privacy-guaranteed stack

H3

H1

H2



Can we train machine learning models on a
big volume of real medical data 

while guaranteeing privacy ? 

We are going to answer the question ...

YES !



CONCLUSION



  www.devdays.com

Thomas WALTER
twalter@lumiomedical.com


